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Sedimentation measurements with the analytical
ultracentrifuge with absorption optics: influence
of Mie scattering and absorption of the particles
M. D. Lechner· Helmut Calfen . Vikas Mittal .
Antje VOIkel . Wendel WohlIeben

Abstract Analytical ultracentrifugation is one of the most
powerful methods for the characterization of nanoparticles
since the days of its invention due to its high resolution and
statistical significance. Latexes with different sizes and their
mixtures have been measured by sedimentation with the
analytical ultracentrifuge (AUC) OPTIMA XL-I (Beckman
Coulter, Palo Alto, CA, USA) with interference optics at 11.0=
675 nm and absorption optics at 11. 0 = 546 and 263 nm.
Additionally, a blue pigment with high absorption characteristic at visible light has been investigated. A large influence
of Mie scattering and Mie absorption on the particle size
distribution with respect to absorption optics and samples
with moderate or broad size distribution is observed.
Therefore, the consideration of the Mie scattering effect is
compulsory for most AUC measurements of nanoparticles
with absorption optics.
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distribution· Mie scattering· Absorption · Extinction· Mie
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Introduction

Sedimentation velocity measurements with the analytical
ultracentrifuge (AUC) OPTIMA XL-I with absorption optics
yield not only the size but also the complete size distribution
of the dissolved or dispersed particles [1, 2]. The problem
which arises from the influence of Mie scattering on the
signal of the detector for the determination of the sample
concentration has been solved by different authors [1-4].
Nevertheless Mie correction procedures have not been
implemented up to now into the available software for the
OPTIMA XL-I (UltraScan, SedFit, etc.). While the influence
of Mie scattering is not significant for dissolved macromolecues, it is certainly significant for nanoparticles due to
their bigger size. Since the investigation of nanoparticles and
aggregates with ultracentrifugation techniques becomes
increasingly important [5], it is important to investigate the
relevance of Mie scattering for the evaluation of experiments
using the UV- Vis absorption optics. It will be shown in this
contribution that the differences of non-Mie-corrected and
Mie-corrected size distributions are remarkable especially for
particles with diameters (d) of > 15 nm.
Additionally, the influence of the detector signal of
absorbing and/or colored particles (i.e., pigments and
polymers) which absorb at the same wavelength as the
wavelength of the light source has been examined. To the
best of our knowledge, this problem was not addressed up
to now for the AUC.
Theoretical considerations
Particles, detected with absorption optics, follow LambertBeer's law [5]:
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with lofl=ratio of the intensities of the solvent and the
solution, c=extinction coefficient, cx= extinction module, C=
mass concentration of the dissolved or dispersed particles
(mass per volume), and l=path length.
For spherical particles, the diameter (size) d and the size
distribution w(d) may be calculated according to Stokes'
law [4]:

d 2 = 1811oS/(P - Po)

S

= (I/al)(d Inr/dt)

(2)

and the concentration C(r) at the distance from the center of
rotation r, with p= density of the particle, po = density of the
so lvent, Tlo= viscosity of the solvent, S=sedimentation
coefficient, w= 2nN= angular velocity of the rotor, and N=
rotor speed.
Generally speaking, the absorption optics of an AUC
measures not only the scattered intensity of a particle but
also the absorbed intensity of the particle. The sum of the
scattered and the absorbed intensity is called extinction [6].
Strictly speaking, the absorption optics in an AUC
measures the extinction of the particles. The extinction
may be reduced to only scattering if the particles do not
absorb at the considered wavelength. In addition, strong
refractive index gradients can bend the light out of the
optical path resulting in an artificial light absorption, which
is called a Schlieren effect [7], but this does not need to be
considered for typical experiments.
The extinction coefficient c may be calculated by Mie's
scattering theory [8]. Starting with Maxwell's equations, the
extinction efficiency Qexl as a function of the size parameter
7C dO, (d=diameter, ,1, = ,1, olno=wavelength), the density of
the particle p, and the refractive indices of the solvent no
and the particle n I have been developed. In the case that the
incident light is not only scattered but also absorbed by the
particle, the complex refractive index of the particle

(3 )
(k l is the imaginary part of the refractive index) instead of
only n I has to be applied. Mie calcu lated Q CX I for
homogeneous, isotropic spheres [8]. Different authors have
calculated Qcxt for inhomogeneous spheres with a refractive
index gradient, coated spheres, ellipsoids, and cylinders [6].
The relation of the extinction efficiency Qex t and the
extinction coefficient E. is given by [6]:
c

= 3 Qexd (2dp); (sphere

c

=

with diameter d)

(4)

7rQcxt/ (dp); (cylinder with diameterdand infinite length)

(5)
Figure I demonstrates the extinction coefficient c
(sometimes called specific turbidity c=TIC) as a function
of the reduced size parameter 7[ dl,1, for different ratios n/no

for spheres. The c values were calculated according to Mie's
theory [6, 8] and according to Eq. 4, with p= I g/cm J . For
densities of the particles which differ from unity, one has
to divide the E values by p. The lower diameter scale
refers to a wavelength ,1,0=546.1 nm and a refractive index
of the solvent ofno= 1.333 . The rippling of some curves is
due to oscillations of the Bessel functions included in
Mie's equations. The figures show that Mie's theory
includes the Rayleigh scattering of small molecules with
diameters down to I nm. As has been shown by Dezelic
and Kratohvil, the theories of Rayleigh and Mie are nearly
identical with respect to the extinction coefficient in the
range 0 <7[ dl,1,< 0.3 [9]. Figure 1 indicates the angle
independent Rayleigh scattering (d<,1,120), the angledependent Rayleigh scattering (A> d> ,1,/20), and the Mie
scattering (d>,1, ) [10, II].
Figure 2 shows the extinction coefficient c for cylinders
with infinite length and diameter d. The calculations are
done in the same way as for spheres and coated spheres.
The extinction efficiency Q CX I for cylinders is given in the
literature [6]. As the calculation is done for cylinders with
infinite length, the experimental results fit best the
theoretical values for sufficiently large lid values (l is the
length of the cylinder). Figure 2 demonstrates remarkable
differences between spheres and cylinders with respect to
the extinction coefficient.
Figure 3 compares the extinction coefficient E of coated
spheres with different values for n Iina for n2lnO = 1. 10 and
d l =(d - 5)nm; one curve has been calculated with kl = 0.02
(k l is the imaginary part of the refractive index).
Dependent on the different diameters and the refractive
indices, the differences with respect to uncoated spheres
are significant. Coated spheres with constant thickness of
the coat are typical for grafted polymer particles and
Iiposomes.
The calculation of c in conjunction with Lambert- Beer's
law (Eq. 1) enables the determination of the concentration
of the particles C if the optical density In(loll) and the
thickness of the solution in a cuvette could be measured.
Fractionation of the particles by applying a gravitational or
centrifugal fie ld allows the detennination of the particle
size distribution.
In the case of absorbing particles (i.e., pigments or
polymers which would be detected at lower wavelength),
the imaginary part of the refractive index could be
measured in the following way. As has been already
pointed out, a beam of light passing a medium is both
attenuated by absorption and by scattering. The extinction
efficiency Qcxt is therefore the sum of the absorption
efficiency Qabs and the scattering efficiency Qsca [6, 12]:

(6)
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is, according to Eqs. I, 4, and 5, proportional to
it holds [6]:

a

= aeXl =

Q CX l

O!,

aabs

+ a sea

(7)

The relationship between O'abs and the imaginary part of
the refractive index kJ is given by [12]:

kJ =

aabs . .1o/(4n)

(8)

diameter d in nm (for . 1.0= 546. 1 nm and no = 1.333)

Fig. 1 a- c Particle scattering: extinction coefficient E for spheres with
kl =O (a, c) and kl =O.OS (b) as a function of the size parameter ;rr dl?"
for different relations of the refractive indices n Iino in the regions 0
<;rr ellA, < IS (a, b) and O<;rr dlA,< O.S (c); the lower diameter axis
refers to A,0 = S46.1 nm and 110 = 1.333

with leo as the wavelength in vacuo. As the calculation of
the extinction coefficient E with Mie's theory needs k J ,
Eqs. I and 8 are the basis for its determination. Unfortunately, a spectrometer measures both absorption and
scattering and therefore O! CXl ' It would be therefore
necessary to detennine a sea to obtain O!abs according to
Eq. 7.
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Fig. 3 Particle scattering:
extinction coefficient c: with
k, = 0 and k, = 0.02 for coated
spheres as a function of the size
parameter 7T d/}.. for different
relations of the refractive indices
n,/no in the region 0<7T d/,1.< 15
for nzlllo= I.IO and d, =(d- 5)
nm; the lower diameter axis
refers to ,1.0=546.1 nm and
tlo= 1.333
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Although absorption and scattering occur principally
simultaneously, there are a couple of examples where either
absorption or scattering dominates the other effect. For
example, visible light passing a synthetic polymer solution
or dispersion is attenuated almost entirely by scattering (in
this case, kl = 0), whereas light passing through a pigment
solution might be primarily attenuated by absorption (in
this case, a nbs=a exl ), and kl may be obtained by spectrometric measurements and Eq. 8.
The most complicated situation- absorption and scattering of the dissolved or dispersed particles- may be solved
with spectrometric and light scattering measurements with
the help of Eqs . 7 and 8. Spectrometric measurements
exhibit a cx , whereas light scattering measurements exhibit
a sc ,, ; integration of the scattering intensities R«(}) from 0 to
1800 yields

('80
asea = Jo R(8)d8

(9)

For sufficiently small molecules (d<A/20) and unpolarized light, it holds [12]:

a sea

= (16Jr/3)R(90)

(10)

The AUC OPTIMA XL-I has a variable slit moving
during distinct times from the meniscus to the bottom. A
lamp illuminating the slit together with a light detector
measures the intensity l(r) as a function of the distance
from the center of rotation r. Following Eq. I, the ratio of
the extinction module at the distance r, a(r) =c(r) C and the
initial extinction module a in = Cin C could be determined via
the experimentally accessible intensities of the solution and
the solvent:

a(r)/ain = {In [l(r)/10]}/{ln [lin/1o]}

(II)

with l(r), 1;,,, and lo = intensities of the solution at the
distance r, initial intensity, and intensity of the solvent,

respectively. In the case that all dissolved or dispersed
particles have identical extinction coefficients Cj=C, the
relative concentration of the particles and the integral size
distribution function could easi ly be determined:

a(r)/ain = C(r)/Cin = W(d)

( 12)

Using an analytical ultracentrifuge, particles with different diameters (sizes) d could be fractionated according to
their diameter using Stokes' well-known law [4]:

d/

=

I 81] oS,f[p - Pol; Si

= [In(r/rh)l/

J

cidt

(13)

with dj = diameter (size) of the species i, '/)() = viscosity of the
solvent, S; = sedimentation coefficient of the species i, (1 =
density of the particle, pu = density of the solvent, r=
distance from center of rotation (radial position) in the
ultracentrifuge cell, rh = r l1l = radius position of the meniscus
in the cell in the case of sedimentation of the particles, rh=
rb=radius position of the bottom in the cell in the case of
flotation of the particles, and w= angular velocity of the
rotor.
For sector-shaped cells, the dilution rule has to be
applied:

( 14)
In the case of different particle sizes, one has to apply for
each species a different extinction coefficient c;= (a /C);
according to Eqs.4 and 5:
N

N

a(r)/ain = Lai(r)/ain = (I/cin) L Ci Ci(r)/Cin
~l

(15)

~l

with i= I, 2, " "., N being the species number.
Using an AUC OPTIMA XL-I with absorption optics,
the evaluation procedure is as follows : Considering the
measured absorption (better: extinction!) l(r)/lo curve as a
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superposition of N I(r)/Io curves for monodisperse particles,
the evaluation starts with determining the first derivative of
the I(r)/Io curve. The derivative may be calculated using a
regression spline function in order to get rid of the noise
from window and other defects; this procedure is implemented in the program YeIXLAI. In this way, one gets I(r)/
10 for each species with a distinct diameter d j which is
calculated according to Eq. 13 . The appropriate concentration Cj(r) could be determined according to Eqs. I, 4, 5,
and 14; the differential size distribution function wed)
would be:

w(d)

= Cj(r)/qn

(16)

Integration yields the cumulative size distribution function Wed):

W(d) =

J

w(d)dd =

J

(17)

g(S)dS

The calculation of the extinction coefficient c with Mie's
theory needs the refractive index of the dissolved or
dispersed particle n I; in case that this quantity could not
directly be measured, it could be calculated with the help of
the refractive index increment of the dispersion or solution
dn/dC. The combination of Gladstone- Dale's specific
Fig. 4 OPTIMA XL-I, interference optics: size distribution of a
Latexmix 866/879 (d=66 and
119 nm; mass ratio, 9: I) in
water; C=2.2 giL, p= 1.054

refraction equation RGo=(n - 1)/p and the mixture rule for
the specific refraction R =wo Ro+wl RI yields [13]:

n,

= (dn/dC)p, + no

(18)

dn/dC can be easily measured with a differential refractometer.

Experimental materials and methods
Materials
Latex 866 and Latex 879 are polystyrene polymers and
were prepared by standard emulsion polymerization [14].
The diameters are given as 66±2 nm (866) and 119±2 nm
(879). Latexmix 866/879 was a mixture of both latexes
with a mass ratio m(866)/m(B79) = 9: I. The latexes and
their mixtures were dispersed in water. The density of the
latexes was PI = 1.054 g/cm J . The retl'active index increment was measured with a commercially available differential refractometer and was 0.25 cm3/g; Equation 18
exhibits (with no = 1.333) nl = 1.59 for ,1,0 = 675 nm. The
refractive index of the latex n I coincides with values in the
literature [15, 16].
Latex Duke3060A and Latex Duke3 100A are pure
polystyrene spheres which are commercially available
(Duke Scientific, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The diameters are
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given as 59±2 nm (Duke3 060A) and 102±3 nm
(Duke3100A). Latexmix Duke3060A/Duke3100A was a
mixture of both latexes with a mass ratio m(Duke3060A)lm
(Duke3100A) = 74:26. The density of the latexes was P I=
1.054 g/cm J • The refractive index increment was measured
with a commercially available differential refractometer and
was 0.23 cm 3 /g; Equation 18 exhibits (with no= 1.334) n I=
1.58 for ,.1,0=546 nm and (with no=1.370) n l= 1.61 for ,.1,0=
263 nm. These data agree with data given in the literature
[15, 16]
The blue pigment was produced by BASF SE by
formulating the absorbing core with polymers; it was
dispersed in water. The density of the solute was 1.39 g/cm 3 ,
the real part of the refractive index was 1.30, and the

Fig. 5 OPTIMA XL-I, absorption optics: size distribution of a
Latexmix 866/879 (d=66 and
119 nm; mass ratio, 9: I) in
water; C=0.55 giL, p= 1.054
g/em', Po=0.997 g/cm". AO =
360 nm, N= IO,OOO min- I.; a
Absorption scan, b evaluation
without Mie correction, c
evaluation with Mie correction,

no= 1.333, n I = 1.59,

kl

imaginary part was 0. 153, as determined by spectroscopy on
an un fractionated sample.
Methods
For the experiments on the latexes, a commercially
available Beckman Analytical Ultracentrifuge OPTIMA
XL-J with absorption and interference optics was used with
the following physical parameters: cell path length, 1.2 cm;
center piece, Ti; rotor speed, 10,000 min - I (B66, B79) and
7,500 min- I (Duke3060A, Duke 3100A); temperature,
25°C; and wavelength, 675 nm (interference optics),
360 nm (absorption optics, B66, B79), 263 nm, and
546 nm (absorption optics, Duke3060A and Duke 3100A).
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Table I Diameters and mass ratios of latexes and latex mixtures 866, 879, Duke3060A, and Duke 31 OOA measured using (AUC) OPTIMA
XL-I with interference optics and absorption optics
Sample

Latex
866

Factory (d/nm)

Latex 8661
879

Latex
879

66 ± 2

119±2

Loading ratio

Latex
Duke3060A

Latex
Duke3100A

59 ± 2

102±3

60.5 ± 2

100.5 ± 2

60.5± 2

99.5 ± 2

Latex Duke3060N
Duke3100A

90:10

Interference optics (d /nm)

65.5 ± 2

11 7±2

Absorption optics (d/nm)

65 ± 2

112± 2

Ratio interference optics 675 nm
Ratio absorption optics, no Mie 546 nm
Ratio absorption optics, Mie 546 nm

74:26

9 1:9

75:25

72:28

48:52

9 1:9

76:24

Ratio absorption optics, no Mie 263 nm

50:50

Ratio absorption optics, Mie 263 nm

7 1:29

Ratio mass ratio of the two samples

The absorption optics was adjusted to step: 0.003 cm; no.
of replicates, 1; and time of scans, any 4--5 min. Both
interference and absorption measurements were made in
the same cell and the same run . The measurements with
the blue pigment were done with a Beckman OPTIMA XL
with homemade absorption optics and with the fo llowing
physical parameters: cell path length, 1.2 cm; center piece,
Ti; rotor speed, 0-40,000 min- I with exponential increase
of the rotor speed; temperature, 25°C; and wavelength,
546 nm .

Fig. 6 OPT IM A XL-I, interference optics: size distribution of a
Latexmix Duke60lDuke I 00
(d =60 and 100 nm; mass ratio,
74:26) in water; C=2.54 giL,
p = 1.054 g/cm' , Po =0.997g/cl1l' ,
dl//dC=.O.23 cm' /g, /1. 0 = 675 nm,
N=7,500 min- I; a Interference
scan, b evaluation , size
distribution

The evaluation was done using the program \eIXLAl [17];
this program evaluates both interference and absorption optics
measurements and includes a Mie correction with respect to
the absorption optics. The program \eIXLAI is available, in
principle, from one of us (M.D.L.) upon execution ofa license
agreement with BASF SE, Ludwigshafen.
Among a couple of methods for the determination of the
size distribution, a method termed as Gosting Fujita Lechner
[18- 20] method, which is free from any model assumptions,
has been used. The time-dependent (and in the case of
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I) to 111-> 0 gives directly and model free g(S,C) [20]. In the
case of spherical latexes and pigments, it holds g(S,C)= g(S).
The w(d) size distributions were calculated from 20
scans; the very first (restricted sedimentation ne~r the
meniscus) and the very last ("disappearing" of material in
the bottom of the cell) scans of the run have been omitted.

nonspherical particles, concentration-dependent) sedimentation coefficient and its distribution could be determined
according to

S(C,t) = (dr/dl)/(alr) = (l /al)dlnr/dl

= In(r/r m )/
g(S , C, I)

(J al dl)

(19)

= (1/Co)[dC(r, I)/dr](r/rm )2r

J

Results

(idl

(20)
validation

Co is the loading concentration of the particles and C(r,I), the
concentration at distance r from center of rotation and running
time I. Keeping in mind that the sedimentation is proportional
to the running time 1 and the diffusion proportional to the
square root of the running time 11/2, the extrapolation of g(S,C,
Fig. 7 OPTlMA XL-I, absorption optics: size distribution of a
Latexmix Duke601
DukelOO (d=60 and 100 nm;
mass ratio, 74:26) in
water; C=2.54 gIL,
p= 1.054 g/cm',
fJo = 0.997 g/cm', ,1.0 =546 11m;
N=7,500 min- I; a Absorption
scan, b eval uation without Mie
correction, c evaluation with
Mie correction, 110= 1.333,
III = 1.59, kl =0

Measurements and evaluations with interference optics with
respect to the Latexmix B66/B79 are shown in Fig. 4.
Interference optics measurements exhibit no Mie effect;
therefore, the measurements yield directly the size distribu-
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tion. The experimental values agree well with the given
values: d(B66)= 65.5±2 nm; d(B79) = 117±2 nm; and m
(B66)/m(B79) = 91 :9. The diameters are derived from the
peak maxima positions in the figures, and the uncertainty for
the measured diameters is the variability among replicate
measurements of the same sample.

Application
Measurements and evaluations with absorption optics in
comparison with interference optics with respect to the
Latexmix B66/B79 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The results
are:

= 65 ± 2 nm; d(B79) = 112 ± 2 nm; m(B66) / m(B79) = 72 : 28
= 65 ± 2 nm; d(B79) = 112 ± 2 nm; !1l(B66) / m(B79) = 91 : 9

NotMiecorrected : d(B66)
Miecorrected:

d(B66)

Fig. 8 OPTlMA XL-I, absorption optics: size distribution of a
Latexmix Duke60/Duke I 00
(d=60 and 100 nm; mass
ratio, 74:26) in water;
C=2.S4 giL, p= I.OS4 g/cm3,
fJo =0.997 g/cl11 3, A()=263 nm;
N=7,SOO min- I; a Absorption
scan, b evaluation without Mie
correction, c evaluation with
Mie correction, no = 1.370,
nl = 1.61, kl =O.OOS
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The results are summarized in Table I. Only the Miecorrected experimental values of the ratio m(B66)/m(B79)
agree well with the given values; the differences between
the not Mie corrected and the given values of the mass ratio
are dramatic. Comparing Figs. 4b and 5c, there is a clear
tail in Fig. 4b on the right side of the 66-nm peak; this tail
is due to a little misalignment of the interference optics.
Examples
Measurements and evaluations for the Latexmix Duke3060N
Duke3100A are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. The results are
summarized in Table I. Measurements with interference
optics (Fig. 6) yield the correct values of diameters and the
mass ratio. Measurements with absorption optics at a
wavelength of ,10=546 nm (Fig. 7) exhibit the correct value
of the ratio only if the Mie correction is applied; otherwise,
the difference is substantial. For the wavelength of 263 nm,
not only scattering but also absorption of the polystyrene
Fig. 9 OPTIMA XL, absorption optics: size distribution of
a blue pigment in water.
C = 0.6 12 giL, p= 1.39 g/cm',
fio = O.997 g/CIl1' , flO = 1.333,
fll = 1.30, Ao = 546 nm,
N= 0-40,OOO min- I (exponential
increase); a kl = 0, b kl = 0. 153
(absorption)

latexes has to be taken into account [21, 22]. Correct values
of the mass ratio will be obtained applying Mie scattering
and Mie absorption (Fig. 8 and Table I).
Measurements and evaluations with absorption optics
with respect to the blue pigment are shown in Fig. 9. The
eval uations are done without imaginary part of the
refractive index (k l = 0) and with imaginary part of the
refractive index (kl = O.153). It has been demonstrated that
the differences are fairly large.

Summary and conclusion
It has been demonstrated that it is absolutely necessary to
consider the Mie effect for the determination of the size
distribution using absorption optics in the AVe OPTIMA
XL-I. For particles which do not absorb but scatter, such as
synthetic polymers and many inorganic substances at
wavelengths in the visible region, it would be easy to
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perform the Mie correction as the determination of the
parameters (i.e., the refractive index of the particle) could
be done using Eq. 18. For absorbing particles, one has to
investigate whether absorption dominates the attenuation of
the light beam. In this situation, the imaginary part of the
refractive index could be determined using spectrometric
measurements and Eq. 8. Otherwise, one has to perform
spectrometric and light scattering measurements and then
calculate kl using Eqs. 7, 8, 9, and 10.
The available programs for the evaluation of absorption
measurements with the OPTIMA XL-I do not include the Mie
effect since they were developed for the evaluation of polymer
solutions where Mie scattering is not significant. However, for
the analysis of nanoparticles using absorption optics, the Mie
correction is mandatory due to their significant light scattering.
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